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              Safe and clear water for the whole family

              
            

            
            
            Enjoy sunny days with iopool. The balance of your pool or spa water is complex and sensitive. iopool provides you with precise treatment advice based on continuous analysis with its connected pool solution.
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        Featured product
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                  Control your water with our connected solution
                
                
                  
                    The EcO monitor, immersed in the water, uses sensors to analyze its pH, temperature, and sanitization level every 15 minutes.

                  

                

              

            


             
          
        
          
          
          
          

        
       		 

              
                
                  Get personalized treatment advice
                
                
                  
                    Check the status of your water at any time and be alerted to anomalies in your pool. Follow step-by-step treatment advice thanks to the iopool recommendation engine.
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        Our app guides you step-by-step in the maintenance of your pool or spa

        
        
        The iopool app was designed to provide you with treatment advice, based on analysis of your water and the configuration of your pool.


        
        

          Discover the app
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        Great chemicals, great water.

        
        
        Regular and proactive monitoring of your pool water is essential to avoid unpleasant surprises. In partnership with the Cebedeau research center, we offer chemicals to optimally balance your water at an affordable price.


        
        

          Discover our chemicals
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        Take Care of Your Pool Easily
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Analyze Your Water with EcO
Swimming pool maintenance can be tedious. That's why our team has developed EcO, an intelligent and connected probe suitable for both pools and jacuzzis/spas.
Let It Fl...
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          ORDER NOW, DELIVERY WITHIN 2 WEEKS
EcO Plus Connect: Control Your Pool From Anywhere!
Maintaining a pool can be a tedious task. That's why our team has developed EcO, an intelligent and connected p...
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Ecology without compromise: Choose EcO Refurbished!
Opt for an eco-friendly and cost-effective alternative with our refurbished version of EcO! Enjoy the same outstanding performance at a budget-f...
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          EcO Plus Connect Saltwater: Control Your Pool Anywhere!
Discover EcO Plus Connect Saltwater, an intelligent and connected solution designed specifically for salt-treated pools, as well as hot tubs/...
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            Free delivery from 75€ of purchase
            
            
            Shipping within 48 to 72 hours

            
          

        

          

        
        
        
          
            
            
            
            
            

                        
            
          


          
            
            30-day money-back warranty
            
            
            For any purchase made within the past 30 days

            
          

        

          

        
        
        
          
            
            
            
            
            

                        
            
          


          
            
            Top-notch customer service
            
            
            Contact our support team at any time

            
          

        

          

        
        
        
          
            
            
            
            
            

                        
            
          


          
            
            Secure payments
            
            
            Your preferred payment methods are available

            
          

        

          

        
        
        
        
        
        
      

      

      




        
          About iopool

              iopool helps you manage your pool or spa easily, without hassle! Use the iopool app to get notifications on your water status, maintenance tips, testing and treatment history, and many other features.
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            cOnnect - Bluetooth/Wi-Fi Gateway
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            Waterproof Bluetooth Speaker "Swimmer"
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